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Ey hitl’oghwnh hiyk’its’ dono’ididił ts’e’ 
nech’ononet’oh.

Hwdijał yats’ dit’anh ts’e’ hidinish.
Hidetolts’eł hw hits’e’ hinhwdinish.

Hiyghw tsen’anh nilanh ts’e’ enzrunh dine hiyiłne.

After that they climb on him again and he takes off.

He does that until he has let them all off.

He leaves the birds where they are supposed to go.

They are thankful to him and say he was good to them.
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Hwlek’it deno dał nonadidał.
Dzedza goya yi’ots’ neno’ilyash.

In the spring, the crane comes back.

He brings back the little birds.
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Detsenh en highoyne’ełney ts’e’.
Dohudidine ts’e’ ch’iyonh.

Dzedza goya nich’i ch’ihiyonh.

Even if the crane is hungry, he never bothers them.

The crane leaves them alone and stops to eat.

The birds eat too.
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“Dał yan’ ił nots’itenodidił.”
K’odet in dał yan’ ił nohindidił.

“We’ll only go back with the crane.”

From this day, the little birds only go with the crane.
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Kayih huzdlo highwdigw nakadinolzish.
Kayih huzdlo highwdigw dide.

He circles above the village.

He makes noise when he circles the village.
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Hits’inhhw hinohwnish ts’e’ eyhw hindinish.

He lets the little birds off where he knows they live.
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Dzedza goya k’oyney’hitasdizit.
“Mi’ił nots’itenosdidil ts’e’ jot hits’inh.
Dinagheghonh hen detsen’ dihigh’in.”

The little birds began wondering.

“We’ll not fl y with him anymore,

because he got hungry and killed some of us.”
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Hidetolts’ełdi nehwlash.

It started letting them off where they were supposed to go.
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Ch’idinh hits’e’ hena ił iłt’e not’wh.
Yats’ dit’anh ts’e’ hwdijał hidinish.

He keeps going with those that are going to another place.

He keeps doing that until he has let off all the birds.
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Tomo łonh “Se nich’i yats’ dizist’an di” yinezin.
Dzedza goya yits’its’ dihulok.

The swan thought, “I should do that too.”

The little birds went to the swan.
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Tomo łonh hoghał hwye’ił detsen’.
Heko tiłyił.

Hwyonh łonh.

The little birds went to the swan, and it started carrying 

them; it began to get hungry.

It started to grab for them.

It started to eat them.
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